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Jennifer: Welcome everyone to our very special evening with Elizabeth Jones. Oh my gosh, this is 
an astrological happening in itself. There's a constellation called Elizabeth Jones that is 
joining us this evening. We are so freaking lucky. Elizabeth is coming out of retirement 
to join us for the next two nights to talk about what's happening in 2018. There's all 
kinds of astrological mischief and joy in the first part of this year. There's so much going 
on that we're just doing the first half, and we'll likely join Elizabeth again a little bit later 
this year to do a second half. For now we're going to be doing the first half. 

 And let me tell you a little bit about Elizabeth. She is bringing three, well actually four, 
decades of experience as an extraordinary guide to the stars. She has these amazing 
tools and insights, and guidance on how the stars and the movement of the planets are 
influencing your life and our life, and she delivers these insights based on deep 
knowledge of metaphysical and spiritual subjects, in addition to her insights and 
understanding of astrology.  

 I don't know if you've noticed it, but these are powerful times. These are lots of change 
and transformation is afoot, and the information that astrology, when it is based 
soundly in the principles of metaphysics can offer, are like these beautiful pathways, 
these wonderful metaphorical bread crumbs that can assist you better understanding 
the cosmic forces that are influencing you as you walk through your own unique path 
towards fulfilling your soul's purpose.  

 Elizabeth has studied astrology and metaphysics since 1964 as a young teen. Her mentor 
and first teacher was her paternal grandfather Ralph Jones, who had studied astrology, 
metaphysics, and theosophy, since the '20s. His influence on Elizabeth has been 
profound and life changing, and he certainly set her on a path from a very early age in 
her life as both a seeker and a teacher. This allowed Elizabeth to offer a depth of insight 
that is rare among her peers, and we are so fricken lucky, as I said, to welcome Elizabeth 
Jones to our two nights of astrological insights for the first half of 2018.  

 And also just a quick note that Elizabeth ... Everyone get a pen and paper, because 
you're going to have to take notes. And of course, if you would like to own this series 
you can do so by going to ... I'll tell you where to go to. Masterful.Love/Astro18. 
Masterful.Love/Astro18. And of course there's a purple button on the page where 
you're listening, if you're listening for free. Some of you are already paid or listening on 
your own paid listening salon that is a little bit different than the free one. And so on the 
free ones, the purple link there, or you can go to Masterful.Love/Astro18. $7.00 to own 
tonight's download. You can download the MP3's and you'll get transcripts. So if that's 
something you're interested in, it's there, if not no worries. Get a pen and take notes 
because she gives a lot of information. 

 The good news is you're not going to get a lot of the degrees of this and that, and the 
jargon. There will be a little bit of that, but Elizabeth is going to be explaining in layman's 
terms exactly what's going on. And in about 30 minutes or so, I'm also going to pause 
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Elizabeth and share an opportunity for you to take what she's giving us tonight, into a 
much deeper experience. So know that, that is coming.  

 Elizabeth Jones, hello. 

Elizabeth: Hi. 

Jennifer: Welcome. We miss you. 

Elizabeth: You know, I just have to say that gee I wish I had been in retirement all of this time, but I 
really haven't. 

Jennifer: (laughing) 

Elizabeth: But I have- 

Jennifer: Yeah, that's true. (laughs) 

Elizabeth: (laughs) Not at all, but I have certainly been in retirement, if you will, when it comes to 
sharing this kind of information online.  

Jennifer: Yes. 

Elizabeth: The first since you, which was quite a while ago, a year and a half- 

Jennifer: Yeah, months I think. 

Elizabeth: In that sense it's definitely true. 

Jennifer: Well it's great having you. Now, you sound a little bit distant. Can you put your mouth a 
little bit closer to the microphone? 

Elizabeth: How's that? Any better? 

Jennifer: Oh much better. Much better, thank you. 

Elizabeth: Okay, I'll just put it right there.  

 So let's begin by saying that today is the first part of this talk where I'll be discussing the 
overall themes for the year, and especially, as you mentioned, and the next six months. 
And then next I'll go into the energies, impacts, the higher and the lower frequencies, 
cosmic agendas, and more, for three out of the five outer planets. Hold on, I will be very 
clearly explaining that in a moment. But they are Uranus, Neptune, and Pluto.  

 I'll also be pulling a tarot card for what message those three planets have for you, and in 
the next few months. And again, I'll explain a little bit more about that. We have a lot to 
cover, and tomorrow I just want to give a little bit about what that will be about, and I'll 
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be looking then at the other two outer planets, Saturn and Jupiter, what they're up to, 
and also do a tarot reading for how they will influence you. And then I'm going to give a 
brief overview of what to expect during the next six months, February through July. That 
is going to be an important sort of culmination of all of this information, in a way. 

 So a hint of what's to come by the way in those six months that I'll be talking about 
further tomorrow. May is an especially dynamic month. The most of the first six without 
a doubt, and I'll be discussing that more, but I just thought I'd kind of stick a pin in that.  

 And yes Jennifer, it will be influencing you for sure. Those of you born in May will 
definitely be feeling that, but we all will. 

Jennifer: Yay me! I've hardly had any intensity going on. It's all been very calm, or it's like me 
being in retirement. 

Elizabeth: Yeah exactly. (laughing) 

Elizabeth: So then we'll close tomorrow with a tarot reading about the overall energy of this time 
period as it relates to you. And I love using the tarot to bridge the astro energies in more 
personal ways, and I'll explain again like that more. 

 So before I go into the astrology of the first half of 2018, I'd like to mention a couple 
things, especially for those who have not heard me before. For one, as Jennifer 
mentioned, it would be really good for you to have pen and paper to jot some things 
down. And next, please know that what I discuss here applies to everyone regardless of 
your sign, and the reason for that is that there are two ways we are each impacted by 
what is going on astrologically.  

 One is that what is happening in the skies triggers a kind of overarching and cosmic 
energy that we are all influenced by. If you are aware of these events to any degree, it 
will help you to attune to what is happening, as every astro event emanates a particular 
set of energetic vibrations at different frequencies, and being aware of what those are 
allows you to be better positioned to align with them. 

 I like to think of it as a going to greet kind of thing, where the energies are coming 
towards you, descending from the heavens if you will, and we are going to greet them. 
And as you do, you position yourself to be in the flow or the stream of the life force, and 
the benevolent energy's always present. This approach or way of attuning to the 
movement and influence of the planets and stars will greatly help whatever is going on 
in your own individual charts as well. 

 So, overview. I should call these talks, "A times, they are a changing", because indeed 
we are in a shift. Powerful and compelling events and changes have been taking place 
for some place, and certainly since Uranus, the planet most associated with 
unpredictable and sudden change entered dynamic Aries in 2011, for the next seven 
years. This also coincided with the shift of ages to the Age of Light, or the Aquarian age, 
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we call it a couple of different things. And everything has seemed to be going a mile a 
minute ever since, which you just made mention of, Jennifer. 

 2018 brings a significant shift as we contemplate the group beneath our feet, the path 
we are on, and the direction we are going. I will say right up front that this isn't quite as 
easy or simple as it may sound. I want to add that when I get concerned or worried 
about a particular astrological aspect or event, I try to remind myself to view it from the 
perspective that we live in a benevolent universe, and that the planets and the sun, and 
the moon, are here to support us in our awakening. And to then ask, how is this astro 
event wanting to support me in that endeavor? 

 So, with that in mind, let's go on to the actual events. Five outer planets are now, or 
soon will be, in water and earth signs, and so a new cycle begins. What signs? The five 
outer planets of Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune, and Pluto, and by outer I just mean 
they're the farthest out in our solar system, are in have a lot to do with what is going on 
in the world and on the planet. Three of the five outer planets are moving, or have 
recently moved, from the very quick fire and air signs, to earth or water signs, where 
energy tends to move slower, and impacts those things that are up close and personal 
to us.  

 The other two outer planets, Neptune and Pluto, were already in the water and earth 
signs of Pisces and Capricorn respectfully. And now with all the outer planets in earth 
and water signs, the changes coming will look and feel a little different than they have of 
light, as they impact things we can see, touch, and feel, so will impact us in visible ways 
that are quite noticeable as we move from the realms of ideas, thoughts, and theory, 
represented my the fire and the air signs, and into the realms more related to the 
physical plane. 

 As the overarching cycle of growth and planetary evolution continues and these 
energies have now descended to the physical, we must continue making progress in 
whatever ways we can, and that the universe is indicating. This is certainly not the time 
to get off the path, but to rather shift your focus to align with the new energy streaming 
forth.  

 We have a few months before Uranus enters Taurus, which it does in May, and 
completes this process of these five outer planets being in earth and water. Though, and 
this is important, we will be feeling the energies as it approaches, this shift of energy. 
Without a doubt the single most important shift is this Uranus entering Taurus, and I'm 
going to be talking about that as we go on, but that will complete this five planets all 
being in earth and water signs. 

 So now in the next four months or so, Saturn now in Capricorn can help us prepare and 
get ready for this huge shift in energy Uranus in Taurus will be ushering in, by focusing 
on what needs tending to in our daily life. Commitment to bolstering those things that 
support your wellbeing, yet sometimes we neglect perhaps because they're always 
there, is the basic idea here as Saturn brings additional emphasis to the fundamentals in 
your life, sending us reminders to tend to such things as health habits, regimes, ways to 
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be more financially responsible, reminding you to create agendas that are viable and 
don't overwhelm you, and overall doing those things that reduce, not create, stress. 

 Now, this could be ... Well, that's obvious. Like I said, this may seem simple and easy, 
but do we do it? And Uranus entering Taurus is going to have its own kind of 
destabilizing vibe, but in mostly a good way, and so to prepare for that would be very 
advised, and will definitely help you, it will help us all, because we'll already be sort of 
ready. It's like getting ready for a trip and packing and repacking the car, and whatever's 
involved in that, so that as the journey into this new sort of cycle and realm occurs, we 
have done what we need to do, our due diligence.  

 These are all things that Saturn in Capricorn, by the way, are all really good at as we pay 
attention to them. I will add that we often times equate our boundaries, even if they are 
warranted, with what limits us. Saturn helps us to see the difference between them, and 
how healthy boundaries actually create a more secure foundation from which to 
operate.  

 So to recap what Saturn can help us with in the next few months. Number one, finding 
center and standing your ground. Next is what I call stabilizing the inner core, the inner 
core of our being. Also being realistic about what you can accomplish, thus decreasing 
overwhelm. And honoring the sacredness of the physical realm. I'll be talking more 
about that in a moment. And then focus on what anchors you, and what you can count 
on. And very importantly, or a simple way to really put this, is what would make you 
stronger? Things like body practices such as yoga and deep breathing, and some other 
things along those lines.  

 I know people are busy, swamped, and we all have these lists and all of that, and even 
as I wrote this, I thought yes, this really is important, to just do an evaluation of what 
ways can I do some of these things. And there are ways, and there'll always be different 
levels of that, but for sure even doing some things will help. 

 So there's that. Other themes this year. Pluto in Capricorn is known for bringing light to 
the darkest places, those that very likely wish to remain hidden so they can continue to 
operate in secret. And it is unrelenting in its pursuit to expose, correction, inequities, 
and a lot more. Without a doubt governments and institutions around the world are 
going through major revamps as the old guard is holding on by a thread, though at times 
it puts up a fight and doesn't seem that a lot is actually happening. But rest assured that 
the ground beneath them is crumbling, and cracks are forming.  

 These are big cycles that we're dealing with here, with many energies in play so it's 
important not to get caught up in, and especially big way, shall we say, one way or the 
other. And astrology wants us to see and know the bigger picture here. The 
empowerment and power of women will only get stronger, thank goodness, and show 
up in many ways and across the globe. Also there will be changes around taxes ... I say 
changes, I really should reforms, around taxes, finances, banking systems, the stock 
market, which by the way I wrote that very thing yesterday, and today the market 
dropped more than in any day in its history, and I expect there to be more to come.  
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 There are radical changes either happening or in the process of happening, or that will 
happen, in finances, banking, and money. This is part of what Uranus in Taurus, the sign 
that rules money and finances, and Uranus is the great awakener and it can be very 
rebellious and dynamic, without a doubt, in its overhauling agenda. But nonetheless, 
these are systems. And we've seen it, and this has been coming, and I think it's so 
important to take a deep breath and remember these are long cycles, and so yes, this is 
one of the areas that has been in the works, and like I said, will continue. 

 And I have to mention, white collar crime is an aspect of this, as money laundering is 
also a part of this. So bottom line, ans we move farther into the Aquarian Age, also 
known as the Age of Light, the old ways of the previous cycle are under siege and being 
exposed for what they are. 

 Personally what can you expect here? One of the key themes of 2018 is to get more 
practical and real, and to see through the illusions and distortions of truth that our 
culture bombards us with. This is the result of the potent earth and water influences as 
they generate a strong desire to discover the truth of your being in more visceral ways, 
and to drop falsehoods about your self in the process, ones that you perhaps believed 
for a long time, and so have come to identify as who you are.  

 If I was to reread any paragraph, it might be this one, because ... Which I won't do, but 
this is very important. The thing about this is that those falsehoods keep us in a 
particular pattern, one that likely doesn't support our growth as spiritual beings. So as 
the year goes on, you'll likely find a compelling urge to naturally become more in sync 
with your body and the rhythms of the earth herself. As you do, you will organically, 
naturally be positioning yourself with a deeper truth within your own being, one that 
opens doorways to your spirit. This is because our spiritual being is deeply connected to 
the earth. 

Jennifer: Elizabeth, can you make sure that you try and keep that microphone close and in the 
same position? It's kind of- 

Elizabeth: Going in and out. 

Jennifer: Sorry about that. It's going in and out a bit. 

Elizabeth: No problem. 

Jennifer: Thank you. 

Elizabeth: This is because our spiritual being is deeply connected to the earth, and with this shift of 
the planets now, and in the near future, the cosmos are sending us a message, to 
connect with your true essence, connect with the wonders of the physical realm, 
starting with your own body and immediate environment, and the gates of heaven, or 
whatever you wish to call the higher realms, will open to you.  
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 The earth is going through an enormous evolutionary change, and as we get in sync with 
our own bodies and in the rhythm with the earth cycles and energies, we will naturally 
be able to resonate with the higher frequencies available. And yes, astrology and 
understanding these frequencies better, and how to tap into the higher frequencies 
available is absolutely, in fact it's kind of a link between the planets, the stars, the 
heavens, the higher realms, and us. And so honoring, or exploring, or learning about 
that, and then attuning to it and using keys and techniques and so on to engage those 
energies, to own them, then you will definitely, I mean I've seen it in my own life so 
many times and in others, that this really can help to stabilize that in our core. Because 
you're resonating with the flows of the flowing nature, the energies that are emanating, 
and that are benevolent, remind us that are here to support us. 

 So the earth going through this enormous change is real, and I will be talking about what 
that mike look like in just a moment. But I want to say that I love this quote from a great 
master from India. He says, "Matter is not only the final descent, it is also the beginning 
of the ascent."  

Jennifer: Can you say that again? Your microphone kind of went out there. Say that again. 

Elizabeth: Yup. 

 "Matter, is not only the final descent, it is also the beginning of the ascent." And 
basically it is by connecting with the physical realm, or what he says, matter, how he 
says it as matter, in a way that is sacred, authentic, and mindful, is how we will also 
connect with spirit and the opening the pathways to higher dimensions.  

 At a planetary level this shift to earth and water makes it highly likely that there will be 
many changes in the physical realm, as the earth herself will be speaking quite loud and 
clear. The earth is desperately trying to tell us that something is off, that we're out of 
sync with nature. And yes, it is true, that these events occur anyways, earthquakes and 
so on, but as the experts are saying, the storms, hurricanes, fires, et cetera, are 
becoming more intense. They're large and more devastating and earthquakes and 
slides, and volcanic eruptions, are possible in the next seven years as Uranus enters the 
sign that has a lot of rulership over this realm. These events are traumatic without a 
doubt, but can serve to remind us of the power of earth and mother nature to reflect 
the state of our own beings, collectively and or personally.  

 In essence, we've lost our connection to the very thing that supports us. 

 Other impacts of this additional focus on earth and water. On a positive note, and there 
is a very positive note. There might be more of a focus on renewable energy and 
discovering innovative solutions to environmental problems during this time.  

 Now I want to stop myself and say while any of these things can happen over the seven 
year time that Uranus is in Taurus, it seems to me that after watching these for four plus 
decades, that the first initial entrance is into the sign, which is coming in May, and the 
first few months of something like this, it just seems as though it's like, "I've arrived." 
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(laughs) And all of a sudden there's these expressions, these manifestations of this shift 
of energy. So yes, it is true that these will be taking place over time, but I really feel that, 
that initial what we actually call in astrology an in breath, which is a planet changing 
signs, will be quite marked. 

 Also possible, activation of the sacred and ancient sites could be more, well, I say 
pronounced but could be a very real thing, or we could discover their purpose. Such as 
crop circles and pyramids, and Stonehenge. The earth religions will be revived in some 
modern ways, perhaps the mystery and meaning of the sorts of doctrines, and places, 
and teachings, will be rediscovered, or discovered for those things that have been a 
mystery. A renewed interest and respect for ancient knowledge and civilization occurs 
as we search for eternal truth. 

 Sustainability will become an even bigger topic than it is now. Things like community or 
backyard gardens, becomes a thing. It reminds me of the victory gardens during World 
War Two. In essence, there is a strong and compelling urge to return to nature and 
reconnect with the natural world as we create stability, and that which creates a 
genuine sense, an honest sense I want to say, of security. 

 Culturally our focus turns away from what is transient and not really grounded in reality, 
towards things that are substantial and that we can hold, and feel, and rely on, and 
count on. Superficiality is out, and authenticity is in. And indeed, in many ways we are at 
a crossroads in our evolution. 

 A comment before discussing the influence of the three planets more specifically. For 
many of us, the initial inclination when the Age of Light began, was to reach for the 
higher realm. Natural, you know. In this act, we may have forgotten to keep our feet on 
the ground. This created us to lose our connection to the very thing that will allow us to 
anchor the light as it descends further into this realm.  

 This year the task is to connect with what is eternal and sacred about being in the 
physical realm  speaks to this in one of my favorite quotes. He says, "Hidden beneath 
your feet is an luminous stage where you are meant to rehearse your eternal dance." 
This is not only referring to our feet, which is the part of our body that connects us to 
the earth, but to that which is hidden below. The luminous stage is the light that 
resides- 

Jennifer: We're missing that part, sorry. I don't know if you went away from the mic again. 

Elizabeth: Nope, I didn't.  

Jennifer: The luminous ... Can you say that again? The luminous stage. 

Elizabeth: Yes, and you know what, I can, if you want to interrupt, I can call from a different phone. 
That might be better. 
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Jennifer: I think we might need to do that, because you're kind of coming in and out. I apologize 
for the interruption, but I want to make sure that- 

Elizabeth: Just give me like a minute.  

Jennifer: Okay. 

Elizabeth: Let's try that. 

Jennifer: Okay, that sounds good. Thank you Elizabeth. 

 Sorry about that everyone, I hope you're okay with me interrupting, and I hope you're 
enjoying this so far. I am freaking blown away. And I'm wondering if many of you have 
been feeling this and are now getting a sense that we have things that we can kind of 
stand in now, and that we can connect more with our own natural rhythms, which 
allows us to connect with the rhythms of the earth, and then which in turn supports the 
earth. So as we are more connected in the body, we can actually support all of this. I'm 
kind of blown away by all of it.  

 What's really cool, I'm not sure if you're feeling this, but the way Elizabeth is sharing, is 
that there's nothing to fear here, that for everything that is offering big change, there's 
also amazing support that is also coming through. So all of that is here for us, all of it's 
here for us. There is a higher energy that's available through every single part of this, so 
this is a big change.  

 I'll ask Elizabeth about this, but I seem to remember that in the 60's when all that wild 
change happened in the 60's all the way through the 60's, that it's when these large 
planets moved as well, so it creates movements, as in social movements. And so 
knowing that, we don't have to hold on to the old, it's like she said, that the old guard is 
ending, it's finishing, and we can now start standing in the possibility of the new. I think. 
So just tap into that in this movement as we wait for Elizabeth to dial back in.  

 Tap into that possibility in this moment. What would it be like if you were connected to 
the earth, and connected more in your body and honor the national rhythms of your 
body. The circadian rhythms, the rhythms of food, the rhythms of movement, and feel 
the rhythms taking over so that overwhelm and stress dissipates. What would that be 
like? What would it be like to feel your natural rhythms, and then as you feel those, to 
connect now, connect to the rhythms of the earth itself, and connecting your rhythms 
to earth's rhythms. What would that be like if you were standing that in this moment? 
What would that be like? Just take a moment in, I call, the shining the light of 
consciousness on these new ideas.  

 And I think Elizabeth just joined us.  

 I was just taking what you were saying, and building into a little what I was feeling, is 
that really cool connection. Thank you Elizabeth. This is so good! (laughs) 
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Elizabeth: So, is this better?  

Jennifer: Oh my god, it's so much better. 

Elizabeth: Oh my dear. I'm so sorry.  

Jennifer: Oh, no, no worries.  

Elizabeth: So I'm going to pick up where at that quote, because I feel it's so important.  

Jennifer: Yes please.  

Elizabeth: This year the task is to reconnect with what is eternal and sacred about being in the 
physical realm. As Hafiz says, "Hidden beneath your feet is a luminous stage where you 
are meant to rehearse your eternal dance." This is not only referring to our feet, which 
is the part of our body that connects us to the earth, but to that which is hidden below. 
The luminous stage is the light that resides there, though often seems hidden. This is 
what this year is about, to reconnect with the light that resides in the earth her self. It is 
the connecting to it, is the luminous stage where we are meant to rehearse the eternal 
dance. I mean, it couldn't be said better. 

 So, thank you Hafiz. So let's all take a deep breath and see what the three biggies of the 
outer planets, Uranus, Neptune, and Pluto, are up to during this six months, and see 
how you might tap into these higher frequencies. 

Jennifer: So I have a quick question before you dive into this- 

Elizabeth: Sure.  

Jennifer: In the 60's, I believe these outer planets are part of what influenced the massive 
changes that happened in the 60's. Am I getting that correct? 

Elizabeth: Well, I'll say yes, but there's a very specific reason for that, and it is to do with the 
Uranus/Pluto connection that occurred in the 60's, which was a conjunction, and is rare, 
very, very rare, and those two in the last few years, I'm not even going into the 
Uranus/Pluto square that has been going on for four years, but this was the next time 
out of all these decades, that those two came into a potent strong aspect. Before it was 
a conjunction, they were in the same part of the sky, and then over the decades they 
formed a different angle, which was a square. That I have talked about many times, and 
it was definitely a huge part of the turmoil and the chaos, if you will, that has occurred 
in the last seven years.  

Jennifer: And it's a little different than what you're talking about now though, these outer 
planets. 

Elizabeth: Yes and no. It's not related to the planets being in earth signs, no.  
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Jennifer: Okay. 

Elizabeth: It is because Uranus was in Aries, which is a fire sign, squaring Pluto in Capricorn. It's not 
related to that. What it's related to are the two planets and their influence, their 
powerful influence on this time. So you're talking about, it speaks to it energetically, if 
you will, but it's moving around and doing different things, but we're still talking about. 
In fact, what I'm going to go into next might help to make that a little more clearer. 

Jennifer: Okay, thank you. 

Elizabeth: I'm going to triple check with you. Does this sound better?  

Jennifer: Sound is fantastic. It is perfect. 

Elizabeth: Okay, great. 

Jennifer: Actually, I want to pause you before you go into that, because I want to share an 
opportunity with everyone. You know Elizabeth benevolently gives us these beautiful 
pieces of information, and there's also an opportunity that ... Two things, that you can 
support yourself and also support Elizabeth. (laughs) 

 So Elizabeth, this is what she does for a living, and she's also moving a little bit more in 
retirement about all this, but she has this one thing she does that is off the fricken hook, 
it's called ACM, Astro Currents Monthly ... I lost my document. Sorry, hang on one sec. 
Let me get it. There it is ... ACM is this beautiful membership, it's called Astro Currents 
Monthly, also known as ACM, and it is a monthly guide that brings clarity and insights 
into these dynamic times that Elizabeth is describing, that all of us are living in. And she 
shares with you each month what is going on astrologically from both a practical and a 
spiritual perspective. And you're already starting to get a sense of that.  

 So these insights, receiving them monthly, will help you better understand the forces at 
play, and how they relate to you personally, to you spiritually and to you professionally, 
and in all other ways as well.  

 So to give you some examples, Elizabeth discusses things like the impact of Mercury and 
other planetary retrogrades. So Mercury retrograde, you may have heard of that. She 
also shares about the new moons and the full moons, plus the eclipses, any major 
planetary shifts, the aspects of the shifts, and more. And she explains it all in layman's 
terms. And as you can tell, she gives a little bit, for those who are astrologers, 
bourgeoning astrology, she gives a little bit of information too, but really is tell you 
what's going on, and more importantly, why it's important to you, and most 
importantly, how to use it so that you can ... 

 When I hear Elizabeth and ACM, I just get a breath of relief. I feel relief. It's like, oh god, 
it's not just me. (laughs) Something's going on and I can feel it, and instead of panicking, 
I know exactly what's going on. So you're not only going to get these amazing insights 
and information from both a spiritual and a practical perspective, but you're also going 
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to get insights about the spiritual, mystical, and esoteric energies present, and how to 
use them, how to attune to them.  

 Also, this is every single month you're going to get this. You'll learn what astrology 
reveals about the shifting and dynamic times we're in, and discover how to work with 
the energies in a positive way, how to find the highest aspect of it, and so it enlightens 
you and inspires you, instead of being afraid of it. 

 You'll also learn when the challenging times are each month, what to watch out for, and 
how to best prepare for them, and again how to use them to be inspired and 
enlightened.  

 To cap it off, here's what's really cool. Elizabeth does four tarot readings on how the 
energies of the month are influencing your personally, using the symbolic insights from 
the cards. Elizabeth is a master tarot reader, she's also a master crystal person, she's a 
master astrologer (laughs), she's a master in many, many different esoteric disciplines, 
and she brings all of that beautiful genius into her ACM information that she delivers to 
you each and every month. 

 So she always closes ACM with a visualization, like a meditation, that will help you 
integrate the spiritual and mystical energies available during each month. Some people 
just do ACM just for that, because they're so profound in healing. And remember she 
talked about being aligned with the earth? Well you get to be aligned with all of the 
planets when you integrate the spiritual and mystical energies through her amazing 
visualizations. 

 As I said, many member say that ACM is worth the price of these two things alone, the 
tarot reading and the ACM visualization alone are enough to have you so aligned and so 
present so that when the energies are there, you are completely prepared and can use 
them. And I talk about using things a lot. 

 So it's designed no matter what level of astrological knowledge you have, you will gain 
an understanding each month, as Elizabeth gears ACM towards the novice, and the 
students, of course, of astrology will also enjoy the depth and clarity of the information 
as well. It's available to every member in both audio and written formats, so you can use 
whichever you prefer.  

 And here's the cool part. She is going to give you 75% off the first month. There's two 
versions, there's two levels. So that's basically $2.50, or $5.00, depending on which of 
the two levels you choose. So here's the key. There is a code on the site. If you go to 
AstroCurrents.com/mm, as in McLean Masterworks. AstroCurrents, all one word, 
.com/mm, for McLean Masterworks, mm all lowercase, AstroCurrents.com/mm, or click 
on the yellow button the page that you're listening this to. The yellow button will take 
you there as well. And then use the code that is on the page.  

 So it's ACM-MHW.75. Okay, that's the code. It's all capital letters. ACM, as in Astro 
Currents Monthly, Masterworks Healing, MHW is Masterworks Healing, .75. That's the 
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code, and that gives you 75% off the first month, and then you'll start your regular 
monthly fee after that. And trust me, you'll be hooked (laughing) after your first month. 

 And, here's what's really, really, really cool. If you go to that page and scroll down to the 
bottom where it says ACM Beacon, Elizabeth has actually created a free, nifty guide and 
overview of the most significant astrological events occurring in this very dynamic 
eclipse month right now. So if you want that primmer, it's available free on that site, if 
you got to AstroCurrents.com/mm, or click on the yellow button and scroll to the 
bottom. You can download right from that page something, a beautiful little primmer on 
eclipses right now, and that is available on that site. 

 And of course while you're there, take a look at what's there. I just want to give you a 
few things that you're going to get. You'll get the overview and key events, you're going 
to get a message from Elizabeth, you're going to get the lunar focus for the month, the 
solar focus for the month, the key days for the month, and then the bonus one, the 
extra month, you get tarot reading one, tarot reading two for your issue, and a 
visualization, and the key days for the month. Those are the more advanced second 
level of her offer. 

 It's wonderful. It is a wonderful ... Oh my god. And Elizabeth puts her all into this. This is 
not a light thing Elizabeth does. She works fricken hard on this, and she delivers the 
most amazing insights as you're already hearing tonight. She is one of the most 
powerful, I'm saying most a lot, but it's true, I'm being a tad hyperbolic, but it's real. 
(laughs) Elizabeth is amazing. She's been my personal astrologer for 18 years, and I am 
so honored to get to play with her, and so honored I get to share her with you in this 
way.  

 So. Do check that out if you're getting anything from tonight. Check that out, and you're 
going to get an even more detailed by month.  

 Anything you want to share before we move on to the next part of what you're sharing? 

Elizabeth: I think you're doing a good job describing it. I want to just remind you people that you 
can try that first month at the discount, and yes you can cancel after, and this is just a 
simple way to give it a try. And if it's something- 

Jennifer: She's made it super ... This is not some kind of a weird 'you'll never get out of it', this is 
a- 

Elizabeth: (laughs) Not at all. 

Jennifer: ... very easy to cancel. She's made it almost too easy, as a matter of fact, and I want to 
talk to you about that. (laughs) It's super easy to cancel if you don't enjoy it. At least 
you'll get the first month, and there's lots going on in that first month too. So- 

Elizabeth: Yes, that's this month, the month of the Olympics, which by the way I talk quite a bit 
about on February ACM, or Astro Currents Monthly. And about this eclipse that is mid-
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month. So this is a powerful time. This is a powerful time, and as I said, May is off the 
charts. 

 This is a very important time to be aware of not only what's happening, but what is 
happening that is supporting us all. 

Jennifer: Yeah, I would say that out of all the times that I've ever promoted ACM, of which I'm 
happy to do because it's probably one of the most valuable products I've promoted. I 
think now more than ever, if any of you have ever been on the fence with this, this is the 
time, this is the year to get into ACM. Because there's so much going on, and the 
subtleties are changing. I'm going to do an oxymoron here, the subtleties are changing 
in huge ways (laughs), and if there was a time to be apart to receive this amazing 
information, it will help you in every part of your life, I promise you. So go check that 
out. And that's again- 

Elizabeth: You know- 

Jennifer: Yeah, go ahead. 

Elizabeth: I'm sorry, before you give that, I just want to add one more thing. I personally have kind 
of a hard time explaining ACM, but man do my numbers do a good job of it, of which I'm 
very grateful for. There's lot of really good comments by members, which may be more 
relatable to people, and lots of testimonials and all that, but it may be good just to do 
that.  

 Okay. You want to do the URL one more time? 

Jennifer: Yeah. It's AstroCurrents.com/mm. AstroCurrents.com/mm. If you don't do the mm, you 
won't get the discount. So AstroCurrents.com/mm, or just click the yellow button on the 
page that you're listening from and you'll get there. 

 I'll actually do a few ... I'm going to find a couple of testimonials that you may have sent 
me here, and I will do a few of those on our next little break here.  

 So let's dive back in Elizabeth  

Elizabeth: Let's dive back in, because there's a lot to share with the planets. I want to make sure 
that we get a chance to pull those tarot cards.  

 So to set the stage for what's going on with these three planets and their cosmic 
agendas, which is basically overarching way of looking at this is to further us into the 
Age of Light. So here's a brief look, just to recap of how these three relate, Uranus, 
Neptune, and Pluto, and then I'm going to go into them in more detail. 

 First, Pluto in Capricorn is in a 16 year process of exposing and dismantling the old 
patriarchal system. Something I haven't mentioned that I think now is a good time, is 
that by the way, the water and earth signs are the feminine signs, and the fire and air 
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signs are considered to be the masculine signs. Now, I don't want to go to far there 
where we think, oh those are people who are masculine, or something. This is part of 
what's tricky to explain, but at an archetypal level, this is so. 

 So this shift of these five planets into earth and water, is part of what is actually 
dismantling the patriarchal system, that is, the non-healthy parts of it. So Pluto is in that 
process, and will be continuing, and I'll be giving those years in just a moment.  

 Now Neptune is almost half way through a 15 year stay in Pisces, and is busy dissolving 
old beliefs on many levels while offering hope and inspiration during this challenging 
time, and is also dismantling the boundaries between the realms. Pluto is called the 
Great Transformer, and Neptune is called the Great Dissolver. So again, more on that in 
a moment.  

 And then Uranus in Aries the last seven years has been very rebellious and has been 
very busy stimulating the desire for independence, that's the Aries part, from old ways 
and structures that have been stifling our collective authenticity. As it moves into Taurus 
this year, it brings its unconventional energies to the physical realm as discussed above. 
And I'm saying, this shift will be huge.  

 So let's go further. So that's how they inter-relate, and I think that helps to get a grasp, 
shall I say, what's going on in this Age of Light. Well, we first have to dismantle the old 
age, the source of things that are, like I said, not supporting us, and then secondly, 
dissolve the illusion that we are in, that we live in and so on, and increase our faith and 
hope, and then Uranus is saying okay, well let's really up our sleeves here and look at 
things like independence, and freedom, and sovereignty that we all have the right to. 

 So Pluto entered Capricorn in 2008, and will be there until 2024. It spends a long time in 
a sign because it's so far out from the sun in the solar system. This placement of Pluto 
has had, and will continue to have, several profound and important impacts. He's been 
very busy doing his job, or what I call his cosmic agenda, challenging existing political 
and cultural systems, and weeding out and exposing where they are outdated, corrupt, 
dysfunctional, et cetera. And Pluto digs really deep, bringing the light into places that 
are usually, and often intentionally, in the dark, revealing the corruption and such 
institutions as government, education, religion, corporations, financial, et cetera, all of 
which are ruled by the sign of Capricorn to one degree or another. 

 As these dysfunctions have come to the surface, a lot of chaos, and even turmoil, has 
ensued, as the basis of our society seems to be falling apart. Pluto in Capricorn has a real 
thing about integrity, and simply put, is determined to reveal where these structures, 
based on old and outgrown, outdated principles, and especially as it relates to 
addressing the needs of the people, the masses if you will, they are meant to serve are 
getting exposed and transformed. 

 This chaos that we're experiencing, which we are, it's a real thing, is very much an 
aspect of Pluto entering Capricorn. And again, it's very curious that this is where it had 
been for a few years as we entered this shift of ages. All of this is by cosmic design, 
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without a doubt when you can start to see the bigger patterns. The idea here is that 
over time, and as the old systems break down, new systems will come into place. This 
influence also creates a great transparency so that what was kept secret, or away from 
public view, is now seen. 

 To tap into how Pluto in Capricorn might be impacting you, I have some questions, pen 
and paper, for you to consider. Because yes, it is impacting us in very large ways, 
globally, politically, government, and so on, but it is impacting us. What within you is 
seeking deep transformation? And often times I ask these questions, which I do all the 
time on ACM to help you, again, tap into it in ways that are grab-able, or see-able, or 
usable, it's good to see what's the first thing that comes to mind. So what within you is 
seeking deep transformation? Is the foundation or structure of your life needing reform 
or significant changes? And what beliefs about yourself are keeping you from evolving 
and growing?  

 And I'm going to pull a tarot card to help us establish that link to the symbolic, and- 

Jennifer: Can you just go through those three questions one more time? I didn't quite get them, 
so I can feel people furiously trying to write them down. What's the first question again? 

Elizabeth: Sure. What within me, within you, is seeking deep transformation? And, is the 
foundation or structure of your life needing reform or significant change? And, what 
beliefs about myself, you, are keeping you from evolving and growing? 

 tarot card. What message does Pluto have for you today about the coming months? Its 
influence. 

Jennifer: What was that last one? Oh there's another question. 

Elizabeth: What beliefs about myself- 

Jennifer: What beliefs do I have about myself that are keeping me from growing or evolving? Is 
that it. Okay, got it.  

 Okay. Thank you for that. 

Elizabeth: So the card that I got ... Now to explain how this works, because I've done a lot of group 
tarot readings, is that I pull a card, I'm thinking about the group that is listening, 
whether it's today or in the replay, or whatever, and I pull a card for it. And how exactly 
this works I haven't quite figured out yet, but I know it does. But there is a key, and that 
is, everything I'm about to say, and about any card that I pull today or tomorrow, isn't 
necessary, isn't likely, going to impact you, but one or two, or maybe three things that I 
say, will feel like it's just for you. That's the one to really grab.  

 So what I got was The Hermit, number nine. The Hermit is one of the major Arcana 
cards. So the fact that a major Arcana card, of which there are 22 out of 78, showed up 
is a sign that this a significant time. And it's an important time, from the viewpoint of 
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The Hermit, who happens to be the card that resonates with the sign of Capricorn, by 
the way. It is our inner teacher, it is our inner direct knowing, it is the part of us that 
uses the light, he's holding a lantern, or in some decks it's a she, is holding a lantern that 
represents enlightenment. It is about taking that deep breath and asking for that part of 
you, that inner teacher, that wise guide, to help you through this time.  

 And the key to it happening, or one of the main keys, is that this person isn't looking far 
ahead. This person is using the light of enlightenment to shine just on the path in the 
next few steps ahead, because it trusts that the light, the path will be revealed as he or 
she moves along it. And in fact, one of the things about this that's so important, is that 
we needn't worry. When we have connected to that inner light, the inner teacher, we 
needn't worry about what's 20 feet, 40 feet, a mile down the road. And in this time of 
earth influence, and Capricorn is certainly one of the earth signs, in this time of earth 
influence, one of the things that's so important is to slow down, get mindful, and I talk 
about this in a moment, and to just see what is before you now. It's part of what getting 
into the body and your environment, your immediate, that is so important right now. 

 So, there's The Hermit. Perfect card for that.  

 Next, Neptune. 

Jennifer: That's the coolest thing, that it's (laughing) God I love ... That's what's so cool, and I love 
that about ... I'm sorry, I just can't help it but- 

Elizabeth: No, go ahead. 

Jennifer: ... that you do that for ACM, because the ACM does the same kind of thing, and all of a 
sudden there's this match between the tarot, and it's just so beautiful. So thank you for 
that. 

Elizabeth: It is. Of course, you're more than welcome. I love the synchronicity between all the 
great teachings, and this is one of the things that my grandfather instilled in me, is that 
they all have the same agenda, which is to enlighten us, and to show us pathways home, 
and to help us transform and awaken. So yes, the link between astrology and tarot is 
simply amazing. 

 Okay, Neptune entered Pisces in 2011, and had a huge impact on the shift to the Age of 
Light on 2012. Neptune rules Pisces, and only visits its home for about 15 years or so, it 
changes because of where it is in the orbit, but about every 200 or so. So it's home, and 
whenever a planet is in the sign that they rule, there's a natural affinity, it seems to just 
function at its higher realm. By the way, Saturn rules Capricorn. We'll be talking about 
that tomorrow, so that's intriguing. 

 Okay. So of all the 12 signs and planets, this is the single most mystical combination that 
there could be. Neptune in Pisces. And it's happening now. So right off the bat it is a 
great placement for encouraging spiritual development, and in many ways. Neptune in 
Pisces' cosmic agenda is about dissolving the boundaries that keep you from believing 
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and knowing who you truly are, spiritual beings of light having an earthly experience. 
And to open your heart to the cosmic part. Neptune here has impacted many things in 
our world, such as dissolving the boundaries between our countries and our cultures, 
establishing more of a global community. 

 It is also bringing attention to such things as the opiod crisis, because it does rule drugs 
and addictions over all. Remember, these planetary energies resonate at lower and 
higher levels, and some many in between. So, Neptune in Pisces is teaching us all how to 
develop greater trust, faith, and compassion, and it's helping us to release the old cycle 
and those things that we've become attached to, but that are ready to leave, and to see 
through the veils of illusion to the truth of our being.  

 Some of the lower frequencies of Neptune in Pisces are addiction, overindulgence, 
escaping reality. I mean if it has this huge rulership over the portals to other dimensions 
and realms, which it does, then yeah there's going to be an inclination, a desire to 
escape reality. In fact, I didn't put this in my notes but, it actually rules things like the 
film industry because it takes us to another reality. And isn't it interesting that in the last 
few years there have been so many films of huge success that are not related to 
everyday life, by any stretch. All the way from the Avengers series to the Star Trek, to all 
kinds of things. So an example, albeit not critically important but maybe it is, of how 
these planets effect us culturally. 

 So worshiping false idols or even leaders in any kind of political or religious setting can 
be a lower expression. Giving away our spiritual essence and power is not a good thing, 
and it is a lower expression. But any rate, mass hysteria or panic is also possible with 
Neptune in Pisces. It has a very strong impact on the collective, where waves of these 
sorts of things can kind of reverberate through. And so feeling helpless or hopeless as 
things spin out of control can be a lower frequency. And I want to just kind of reiterate if 
I haven't, our power resides in what we choose to focus on, and our free will. 

 Well have free will to choose what we focus on. Now, sometimes we use it in very 
beneficial and positive ways, and sometimes not, a lot more human, this happens. But 
the point is, is that even though some of these things like feeling hysterical or panicky, 
or out of control, there are higher frequencies. And simply shifting, even a one degree 
shift in the arch of things, will make a difference. And this is our greatest power, really.  

 Okay, keep in mind that Neptune dissolves those things that are keeping us from 
aligning with our higher self, and so sometimes it actually throws stuff up just for us to 
make a different choice.  

 Some of the higher frequencies are accessing the subtle realms through practices like a 
meditation and visualization, enhancing all forms of creativity. This is very, very creative 
and inspirational kind of a placement. Developing your intuition, this is something that 
can happen a lot during this time. And also universal compassion and tolerance 
increases, and being able to surrender when needed is easier.  
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 Questions to tap into how Neptune in Pisces might be working with you or impacting 
you during this time. Ready? Am I living in denial about something? Do I need to let go 
of an addiction or habit that keeps me from thriving? And, what is my intuition trying to 
tell me right now? And, what is seeking to spiritually awaken within me?  

 So did you get those? 

Jennifer: Yeah, one more time.  

Elizabeth: Okay. Am I living in denial about something? And if so, what would that be? Do I need to 
let go of an addiction or habit that keeps me from thriving? Keeps you in the same 
place, what I call horizontal versus vertical movement, you're just rearranging your 
horizontal life. 

Jennifer: So do we need to choose one of these questions? Or- 

Elizabeth: Whatever- 

Jennifer: Or all three of them? Yeah okay. 

Elizabeth: Whatever you want. You may go, "No, that doesn't relate, nope, that doesn't relate, ah, 
that one does." And that's the one. Don't worry. It all depends upon how deep you want 
to go into this process, and what really feels right to you at the time. And by the way, 
this also is true about ACM. You can tap into it at a simple level of what's going on with 
the sun and the moon, or you can go into it deeper. It's all good.  

 And one of the things ... Well, you know what, I say it in a minute, so I'll wait.  

 So yeah, it doesn't mean you need to run out and spend hours on it, unless you're so 
inclined.  

 What is my intuition trying to tell me right now? You see, that's a good place to start.  

Jennifer: I like that one. 

Elizabeth: Yeah. And what is seeking to spiritually awaken within me? 

Jennifer: Okay. Oh, I like that one too.  

Elizabeth: What is seeking? What is that going to greet, you know, that energy that is coming 
towards me that is seeking to help me awaken in some way spiritually. 

Jennifer: Okay, so this is really cool, I'm just going to ... Since I was confused, but it could just be 
me, because I am in full blown mental pause right now. (laughs) So these questions are 
now going to apply to the card that you're picking. So you can choose one of the 
questions, or do a compilation of the questions, and that means that you get a personal 
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reading based on that reading. And so the card kind of answers all of these questions or 
one of the questions, or one or two of the questions for you. Did I get that right? 

Elizabeth: That's not what I said, but I think it's a good idea. I would also say that is one way to just 
really kind of nail it. 

Jennifer: Right. 

Elizabeth: Because what message ... This is what I wrote down. What message does Neptune have 
for you today about the coming months? Now, that's okay, that's good, an overarching 
answer right, if you will, but I like what you just said too, if one of those questions really 
felt relevant, then let it be that. This is using your intuition, right. 

Jennifer: Right.  

Elizabeth: Follow what your inner guidance is saying. 

Jennifer: Got it. And the card is going to answer these questions- 

Elizabeth: Got it. 

Jennifer: ... or support us. 

Elizabeth: Or give you a message for the coming months. It could apply more broadly, and the card 
absolutely could not have been more perfect, because I got the Page of Rods. Now, in 
the tarot, there are four pages because there are four suits, and there's one for each 
suit. This is the suit, rods, that actually rules our passion for our spiritual path, is one 
very clear example. This is a card, or a suit, of wanting to really kind of shift our focus, or 
open up this fire within us. Not to be confused with the elements here. Well it is the 
elements, but basically it is saying, where is my passion spiritually? Where is my passion 
to awaken spiritually. What would stimulate that?  

 But here's the thing about the Page, the Pages of all four suits are considered the most 
innocent, and therefore receptive cards in the deck. So when it says innocence, it is 
saying in rods, trust. Develop trust for the process. And I'll explain that a little bit more 
in a moment. But basically the Page of Rods is saying be like a child in your innocence as 
you approach the things that Neptune is bringing us, this opening to higher realms, this 
dissolving of boundaries.  

 And for sure if you want to ask the question, what is my intuition trying to tell me? And 
you say, well what would the Page say? The Page would say trust, have faith, don't try 
and force anything, don't try to manipulate it, don't try to overanalyze it. It is innocent 
like a child, like a babe.  

 One of the things that's very curious about this card is that this young person, they're 
always kind of youthful, is wearing a hat with a brim, and the brim is covering his or her 
eyes. There's only three cards that I can think of in the deck where the eyes are covered, 
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and they always have a particular meaning. In this case, it is saying something not unlike 
what The Hermit just said, but in a very different sort of level. It's saying, "I trust what is 
going on so much that I don't need to see it. I don't need to have a tangible sense of it in 
my life. I'm going to trust my inner process, my intuition, and keep my eyes on the 
ground before me." 

 In all my years of doing tarot, I've never connected The Hermit to the Page of Rods until 
this moment. The Hermit is just using that light just to illuminate the path right before 
him, whereas the Page is just taking it a little farther and just saying, "I trust. I have my 
faith." Developing faith, practicing what it would feel like to just be innocent and to not 
need to see every step of the process, and to trust, and to develop faith in the process 
and what is unfolding in your life personally, on the planet collectively. That's what this 
is about, developing faith. 

 Again, a perfect card. Let's see what Uranus does, but so far we're doing good. That's 
what this card is saying. Be like a child. 

 Okay lastly. After seven years in the dynamic sign of Aries, Uranus will be entering the 
mellower earth sign of Taurus in May. This is a huge shift that will have many impacts on 
us personally and culturally. Uranus is the rebel of the zodiac, and breaks things downs 
in order to make way for real and necessary change. His cosmic agenda is to stimulate, 
energize, and activate those areas ruled by the sign it is in.  

 Now in Aries it has really put the fire under kind of the whole me-ism, where people 
want to be heard and seen as individuals who have valid needs and wishes, and 
independence and freedom have been the battle cry. And kind of a 'my way or the 
highway' approach. The upside is, is that Uranus has been showing us how to honor our 
sovereignty and our uniqueness. He has also sent a rally cry against those institutions 
and cultural norms that have fought to thwart our voice and suppress us.  

 I mean, these marches, and they're not just happening in America, they're happening in 
Iran and Venezuela, and all over the world. It gives us that, I'll say impedance, that 
thrust to get out and be heard.  

 While in the fire sign of Aries, everything seemed to be going a mile a minute as the 
energies did indeed accelerate during this time. In Taurus, it may feel as though things 
have slowed down, at least somewhat for now. Uranus wants us to see what is right 
before and around us. Again, it rules our environment, with the idea that it's looking at 
our environment, but from the vantage that huh, some form of revolution and change 
may need to happen right here. We look for it outside, and it's not that, that's really 
invalid, it's just that, well, what about me? What about right here? 

 So progressive change is at hand in some new areas as it enters Taurus for seven years. 
Just a note for people into astrology more specifically, Uranus will have a brief visit back 
into Aries in the fall, returning to Taurus next March, and then it will be until 2015, 
because the planets go retrograde, and when they do they revisit the part of the sky 
that they were just in.  
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 By the way, Uranus reenters Aries on the day of the election. Now I can not tell you- 

Jennifer: Oh my gosh. 

Elizabeth: I can not tell you what the chances of that are. When I saw that I go, really? So I'll be 
talking more about if we do this again in the summer, and definitely be taking a closer 
look, but it's pretty radical. 

 Okay. Taurus isn't wild about change. So one of the things- 

Jennifer: (laughs) 

Elizabeth: Who's raising their hand? One of the things we'll be looking at is our resistance to 
changing even those things that would bring greater health or security, and an overall 
sense of wellbeing to our lives. That's part of Uranus in Taurus. So be prepared to look 
at not only some new areas requiring change, but also your resistance to making them 
so.  

 Some areas impacted by Uranus in Taurus are your core values, our values are ruled by 
the sign of Taurus. Keep in mind that Uranus comes along and it's like a bull in the china 
shop sort of, it just says, "Hi, I'm here now. Are we going to remodel? Are you going to 
move? What's up here? Oh, let's just go dump all your shoes on your bed." I mean, 
Uranus is about kind of upheavals, because the status quo, we get stagnant. The perfect 
card for this, by the way, is the Tower. If that comes up, I'm going to fall over. But 
nonetheless, it is about changing the way we've been doing things. 

 I love this quote, "If you keep on doing what you've been doing, you'll keep on getting 
what you've been getting." And another one along the same line is, "If you want 
something different, you must do something different." So, nonetheless. 

 It also rules your basic lifestyle, and your environment and what supports you. Your 
finances and what you believe about when it comes to abundance, and/or lack, 
especially as it relates to worthiness. Those are all key things that Taurus rules. Our 
relationship to abundance, rather that be finances or some other form, support or 
something. 

 And it also rules your resources, your talents, and the gifts that you over to others, the 
gifts that you bring to the world.  

 A key agenda for Uranus is to encourage us all to seek higher ground where there is far 
less turmoil. It's something like going above the tumultuous air currents when flying, to 
get to the calmer part of the sky. Another is to consider perhaps radical new options, so 
it will be pretty clear that something must change in order for that to happen, as my 
quotes just said. And because Taurus tends towards moving rather slow when it comes 
to make changes, we aren't likely to jump at it when such things are presented. Now 
that said, keep in mind when it's been in Aries all this time, it's like I've got an idea, and 
now I'm going to go act on it. There's no space between that brilliance that Uranus can 
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bring, which by the way, I didn't mention it, but it actually rules brilliance and genius. 
Einstein has a crazy strong Uranus in his natal chart. 

 And because we see things from new perspectives and outside the box, and the normal 
way of doing so, it's an amazing planet. I mean, I love the planet. I love them all. But the 
point is, is that Taurus does lean towards moving rather slowly.  

 So how do these two things fit? They're very different dynamics. Well, we are still in an 
overall cycle of growth and planetary evolution, so we must continue making progress, 
but at least now we can choose to slow our pace down. As long as we don't get off the 
path or are simply not moving because we're resisting it all together.  

 So just to add that Uranus has a way of jolting us out of inertia and procrastination. And 
let me tell you, I think that is ... I mean, I know I'm throwing a lot out there, but I want to 
just underline this particular thing, that Uranus has a way of jolting us out of inertia and 
procrastination, and I really think a lot of us will notice that particular thing.  

 At its highest frequencies, Uranus' agenda is to clear away obstruction and stagnation to 
bring you a greater sense of aliveness and vitality, and to bring greater light to your life. 
While in Taurus, this will manifest in very visceral, tangible ways. This process will open 
you, by the way, to thriving and not just surviving. 

Jennifer: Yay! (laughs) 

Elizabeth: Our job is to keep clearing away the stagnation. 

 I love this quote, which by the way I don't know who it is, for Uranus in Taurus, "Your 
values determine the direction of your will." Taurus rules our vales, I don't know if I said 
that. "Your values determine the direction of your will, and this your choices. So your 
primary task is the transformation of what you truly value so that they are aligned with 
your soul path."  

 Please note, that all this won't happen in an instant, and so we don't need to do 
everything at once. In fact, that's not at all what is happening here. The key is that 
you've embarked on a new path, and so heading in a different direction than before. 
That's the point, one step at a time. Both of those cards today have said that for sure. 

 So let give you these questions, pull the tarot card, and we're done. Questions, again, 
these are not all going to resonate with you, one or two, that's the one to grab. To tap 
into the dynamics of Aries ask, what within me is seeking change? What was in my life is 
seeking to change? Next, do I resist it? Because it may be pretty radical, or even 
extreme? Next, what doors might open, or what new directions might it take me in if I 
did just allow this change to occur? If I embraced this change? And lastly, am I fully 
utilizing the resources and the talents that I have?  

 We all have support, talents, gifts, to call upon, to utilize. And I'm guilty of this, we take 
some of those for granted. Uranus is going to come along and rattle those cages and 
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say, "Hey, are you really using those things that you're really good at?" So again, am I 
fully utilizing the resources and talent that I have?  

 Are we good? 

Jennifer: Yeah, that was really good. Okay, so again, she's going to pull a card for based on what 
you just shared about Uranus in Taurus. Is that true? 

Elizabeth: I can't believe the card I just pulled. 

Jennifer: Was it the Tower? 

Elizabeth: No. 

Jennifer: Okay. 

Elizabeth: I'll tell you what I did. I went ahead and said, you know what, I'm going to pull two cards. 
One is for Uranus in Aries, what message does Uranus in Aries have for you from now 
until mid-May when it changes signs, and then I couldn't help myself, and I said what 
message does Uranus in Taurus have for you from mid-May through early November. So 
it's a little different than the other two cards because of the fact that it's changing signs. 

 So the first one, what message does Uranus in Aries have for you from now until mid-
May? Are we ready? 

Jennifer: Yeah. 

Elizabeth: I've got The World. It's another major Arcana card, number 21. Not only is the world a 
major Arcana card, it is the final card in the deck. Now, what does this mean? Oh my 
goodness, this is such an amazing card to get. The World is about participating in our life 
in a way that is holistic. It's the image of a woman in a circle, and she's, in many decks, 
dancing. Again, we're back at that how to find center? What is the core self? What is 
your core self wanting? How are you wanting to come alive? How are you wanting to 
activate that? What would happen if you did? And Uranus in Aries is fiery and dynamic. 
Now she's very calm because she's at the very center of this, but as she is in the center 
of this circle, it's like the arrival, the whole ... 

 The 22 major Arcana cards are a journey, from the Fool, which is zero, all the way 
through the 22 major cards, and this is the arrival. What would arise in the center of 
your being feel like that? What would it be like? It almost makes me cry. What would it 
be like to live from there, instead of from these superficial kinds of realities that our 
culture is just inundated us with? So, nonetheless here, between now and mid-May, it's 
saying ... It's kind of what that Saturn in Capricorn was saying, kind of find that center 
and hold on to it and dance. Celebrate it. And it's an awakening, I mean it's so perfect 
for Uranus in Aries. 
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 There are four symbols around this center holding it fast, holding it together in a way, 
this circle. And I wouldn't mention it because it gets a little bit farther than right now we 
kind of have time for, but I am going to because if you look at ... And by the way, you 
can look at these cards on deck, and I kind of hear people saying what deck do I use. I 
use the Aquarian deck, but I also like Raider-Waite, and I like the universal tarot. But 
Aquarian is really my deck of choice. And on this there is a bowl, a lion, an eagle, and a 
woman, and each of those represent the four what are called fixed signs, and one of 
them is Taurus. So here we are, about to enter this. And then the Lion is Leo, the Eagle is 
Scorpio, and the woman is the water bearer, or Aquarius. 

 So the point is, is that there is a structure ... We have to have a structure of some kind in 
place in order to hold that center. So I'm going to leave it with that because there's lots 
there. 

 The second, what message does Uranus in Taurus have for you from May, and I'm kind 
of breaking my own agenda here, until early November, because that whole time, just 
about six months, it will be in Taurus.  

 And I got another, kind of ... Oh, the Tower just fell out. I'm serious. I pull these cards 
right now, I don't do it before. I'm serious. I got one card, which is really good, and got 
another Page, which is weird, because this means that out of like one, two, three, four, 
five or something cards, I don't know, four, I've gotten three majors and two Pages. 
That's pretty rare. You guys must really be sending good vibes here to my deck. 

 The Page of Pentacles. Taurus, Pentacles, this is a perfect match. The Suit of Pentacles is 
about the earth realm, it resonates with the element of earth. And the other three suits 
resonate with other elements, fire, earth, air, water, but this is earth. The Page says, 
"Consider this as this new cycle, in fact if there was a really card just for this whole talk, 
the Page of Pentacles might be it because it's saying we're at that newness. Remember I 
said the Pages are about being at the beginning of something, we're young starting out, 
and it's saying this is the beginning. That six month period, this is the beginning of 
something new in the physical realm.  

 Let your self be the novice, let yourself be curious during this. What is my physical 
environment? What is it wanting to change, and shift, and morph? And be curious about 
that. It doesn't necessarily mean you need to take steps. It might just be huh, look at 
what's changing around me, I'm going to really think about this and maybe take a few 
steps in those directions and see how it might be. Maybe you've always wanted to take 
salsa. Well, this might be great time between The World coming up over there, the 
dancing woman. So just saying, this is a perfect card. 

 But then when you get the Tower, I mean how can I even talk about it. They're magical, I 
mean seriously, the tarot's just so magical. So here's the thing with the Tower. And then 
we'll be done. And that is, the Tower represents the structure of our life that we live in, 
we live in this tower. There's nothing wrong with that. The structure are what we kind of 
called our security or stability, but there's a point where it becomes no longer relevant, 
or at least parts of it. I always like to remind people that even though Uranus goes after 
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stuff, it does not go after what is still creating vitality in your life. Only that which is 
dead, we're over it, we're done. We're done with that particular belief system, we're 
down with that particular identity, we're done with whatever. 

 And we need to grow past it, but we get so secure in our tower. That's my tower, I like 
those beliefs and I like the way I do things, and I don't want to change. So Uranus in 
Taurus is saying, "However, there are forces that are going to come at you and 
encourage you, or show you, or make it unbelievably clear, that it might be time to get 
out of that comfort zone." What are those forces? They're natural forces. This is the 
perfect card, I'm so glad it came out here, and for coming up for Uranus in Taurus, thank 
you Universe. 

 Here's the thing. The four forces are fire, earth, air, and water. They are lightning strikes, 
fire literally, the tower's on fire. There is a cloud, a storm brewing, and there's water 
right at the bottom of the tower. All of them are the natural elements. This is an organic 
process, this awakening and getting out of our comfort zone. These are natural, 
ultimately, I'll say, benevolent forces. Wake up already, this is what this card is saying. 
And it's not just saying wake up, it's saying really consider if you have a structure in 
place, a belief system, a way of doing things, a habit, that is you're ready to outgrow and 
leave. And that's what this is saying. 

 Now here's one more thing about this that I love. The order that the tarot is in, 15, 16, 
17, 18, whatever, is it's got a story of its own. This is number 16, and number 17 is the 
Star, which is the card of enlightenment. Which by the way, is the star that the Hermit is 
carrying in his lantern. You can see it on this deck, it's the same shape. It is the card of 
enlightenment. What will come as a result of saying, "Huh, maybe I need to leave that 
particular thing, or leave it behind it." Is enlightenment. That's the story that the tarot is 
telling us. 

 So, these are both perfect cards- 

Jennifer: Wow, that is so cool. (laughs) I love it when you get these readings. We're getting tons 
of people sharing how they got their message from it, that they've been living parts of 
this already. This is so cool, Elizabeth. 

Elizabeth: Cool. 

 And yes, let me just one more thing about this, this Taurus business, Uranus moving into 
Taurus. It's what's called approaching, it's an applying aspect, meaning it's moving in 
that direction, and as it does we start to feel it. The analogy I use is, it's like there's a 
train off in the distance, you're standing at the depot, you can see the smoke, and then 
as it gets closer, wow I can hear the engine. So it's within your awareness. It's close 
enough to be within our awareness. And so within our, again an astrology term, within 
an orb of influence, is the term we use. So it's approaching, and if you're sensitive, 
which I daresay many people on this call are, if you're sensitive to subtle shifts in the 
ethers, you're going to be feeling this possibly before others, because you're sensitive to 
it. So I'm glad you mentioned that.  
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 Okay. And anything ... I know< I could go on. 

Jennifer: No, that was awesome. And as you can see, this is why we need two nights. This has 
been wonderful, and you guys are getting a piece, a little hint, of what's possible on the 
ACM. Now, ACM is going to be specific, it's going to be more specific to dates, it's going 
to be more specific to timing. What Elizabeth is sharing here is something powerful 
things that are happening that impact everyone, and you're going to get some more 
personal experiences in ACM. 

 So again, if you're interested in ACM, this is a chance to engage in this in away that 
allows you to experience that first month at 75% off. And again, people have been 
asking me for the code. It's on the page, so don't panic when you can't hear the code, 
because it's actually on the physical page. You can go on- 

Elizabeth: It's right by the 'order now' button. So you're good. 

Jennifer: Right where it says 'order now' it has the code there, you can just copy and paste it in. 
But I'm going to tell it to you again, it's ACM-MWH-75. And there's a dash in between, 
it's all capital letters, with the number 75. Okay, ACM-MWH-75, but it's on the page, you 
can highlight it and paste it in. And you're going to get your overview, which impacts the 
key events, such as retrogrades, major aspects, and more.  

 You're going to get a message from Elizabeth, insights into the prominent astrological 
events and their relevance to you personally and spiritually, you'll get that every month. 
You'll get, again, this is based on what's happening in the month, so you'll get the lunar 
focus, which is areas of the higher frequencies and what to expect during the month's 
new and full moon and how to use them. You'll also get the solar focus for the month, 
insights into the sun's impact on you personally, included areas that emphasize the 
lower and the higher frequencies, and primary spiritual focus.  

 You're also going to understand the crystals that you can use.  

Elizabeth: Yes. 

Jennifer: Understand what crystals you can use each month to support you. That's so cool! 

 Okay, and that's for the basic package. 

 And then the level two package includes all of that, plus key days for the month, insights 
into the most dynamic days of the month astrologically, in chronological order, plus 
Elizabeth pulls a tarot card for energy of each 10 day period. You're going to get that 
part, so similar to what she did tonight, you'll be getting that for each month. And then 
on top of that, you're also going to get three different tarot readings like this where 
you're going to get readings for the overall astral influences of the month, how the 
energies will impact you in a more personal way, and she'll give you basically the cards 
pulled for that intention with the questions. You're also going to get a reading for your 
issue. So she'll give you questions for your issue, and she gives you an insight into 
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personal issues or questions you may have. Plus, info of the energies of some specific 
areas of your life that the tarot will answer based on what's happening on that month 
astrology. It's so intricate and so cool. 

 And then you're also going to receive, as I said, in the level, the visualization for the 
month. You're going to get a spirit guide, a great being, you might meet a planet, you 
might meet earth her self, and you're going to get really supported and deeply, deeply 
understand at an esoteric, spiritual master level of what's happening with these planets. 
It's so cool how Elizabeth works astrology. 

 Again, that's all part of your membership. I just want to read a few little things, and 
we're going to finish up. We've got another night tomorrow. 

 Some members say, "ACM is so unique, I've never seen anything like it." 

 Another one says, "Elizabeth's ability to explain astrological influences to the novice is 
truly exceptional." 

 Another one says, "It's an indispensable tool in this transitional times."  

 I also want to share what someone said. Diane said just on the ... If you want to scroll 
down the comments, Diane shares that, "Astro Currents Monthly is simply beautiful and 
empowering," she says, "it adds tremendously to my life and my piece of mind, and 
Elizabeth has amazing energy, and I love it." And so thank you Diane for sharing that. 

 Anyone else who is part of ACM, you're welcome to share in the comments as well to 
help some of our peeps here tonight decide if they want to join us. 

 So that's all available by clicking the yellow button on the page here where you're 
listening, and/or if you're not on that page, you can go to Astro- 

Elizabeth: Astro Currents. 

Jennifer: There it is, AstroCurrents.com/mm, as in McLean Masterworks. AstroCurrents.com, all 
one word, all lowercase, .com/mm, just two letters, M as Mary, M as in Mary. 

Elizabeth: With an S, astrocurrents.  

Jennifer: Astrocurrents with an S. A-S-T-R-O-C-U-R-E-N-T-S.com/mm. And join us tomorrow night, 
maybe just give us a little preview of what we're going to experience tomorrow now. 

Elizabeth: Yep, I'm going to do that, and I just wanted to share, I just felt really a strong desire to 
share, that the visualization for February is called Meeting Your Soul Group. It's about 
meeting your soul group on the inner planes, and what that means, and how you may 
experience it. That was based on a dream that I had. So I just wanted to share that, it 
just popped in.  
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 The other thing you're saying, level one and two, I just want to clarify. Level one is ACM 
light, and level two is- 

Jennifer: Oh sorry, thank you for clarifying that.  

Elizabeth: No, that's okay. 

Jennifer: The full ACM full, with ACM light. Yes, thanks. 

Elizabeth: Yup, and so tomorrow let's- 

Jennifer: And- 

 Yup. 

Elizabeth: Go ahead.  

Jennifer: Nope it's okay, I was just going to give them the code again. 

Elizabeth: Real quick, we're going to finish up the planets by talking about Saturn and Jupiter's 
influence, Saturn in Capricorn, Jupiter in Scorpio, very interesting, and then I'm going to 
go through and give just a brief take on what will be occurring in the months with that 
amazing May in there as well. I say brief, tomorrow night will not be as long as this.  

Jennifer: That's right. 

Elizabeth: And I will be pulling some cards for Saturn and Jupiter, and a special reading at the very 
end, and I will tell you the group reading, and I'll share that with you then. 

 So there you go.  

Jennifer: I just noticed something, Elizabeth, that the code that you gave me in the document is 
different than the code that's on the page. Is that okay if they use the old code?  

Elizabeth: I'll make sure it is- 

Jennifer: The code that's on the page says ACM-75%.  

Elizabeth: That is definitely good, and I will double check about the other one. I know which one it 
is, and it will be very simple. I'll go do that in the first 10 minutes of getting off. 

Jennifer: Okay, perfect. Thank you for checking on that for me. 

Elizabeth: Are we good? 

Jennifer: This is great. Thank you, thank you, thank you, and- 
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Elizabeth: You're welcome. 

Jennifer: I'm going to open up the lines to say good night. If you don't like that kind of thing, hang 
up right now, or turn down the volume, because I love hearing all of the voices say good 
night at the same time. So I'm going to open up the lines and say good night. Join us 
tomorrow night, same time, 5:30 tomorrow night California time, for another round of 
genius with Elizabeth Jones.  

 So here we go. Good night everyone. 

Elizabeth: Oh my god, that's so fun. (laughs) 

Jennifer: That is fun. 

Elizabeth: Good night everyone, I love you all. I'll see you all tomorrow night. 

Jennifer: Thank you so much. 

Elizabeth: Good night Jennifer. 

Jennifer: Okay bye. 

 

 


